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Abstract
Gambles are recursively generated from pure payoffs, events, and other gambles, and a preference
order over them is assumed. Weighted average utility representations are studied that are strictly increasing in each payoff and for which the weights depend both on the events underlying the gamble
and the preference ranking over the several component payoffs. Basically two results are derived: a
characterization of monotonicity in terms of the weights, and an axiomatization of the representation.
The latter rests on two important conditions: a decomposition of gambles into binary ones and a
necessary commutativity condition on events in a particular class of binary gambles. A number of unsolved problems are cited.
As a theory of choice between pairs of either risky or uncertain alternatives, subjective expected utility (SEU) is widely acknowledged to be normatively compelling, but not fully descriptive of behavior. Much that is wrong with SEU was anticipated early by Allais (1952/1979, 1953) and Ellsberg (1961), but relatively
massive amounts of additional evidence were accumulated during the 1970s and
early 1980s. Some of the data, especially those having to do with how the gambles
are framed and the evidence for intransitivities (preference reversal p h e n o m e n o n ) ,
went considerably b e y o n d the earlier work. For an up-to-date statement o f the
issues from an economic perspective, see Machina (1987)and Weber and Camerer
(1987), and for detailed list of the references concerning empirical tests, see Segal
(1987a, p. 194).
One obvious possibility is to generalize the representation, keeping some o f its
attractive axiomatic features but omitting those that seem to be the source of
major difficulty, as in Chew (1983), Fishburn (1983), K a h n e m a n and Tversky
(1979), K a r m a r k a r (1978), Machina (1982), Quiggin (1982), Yaari (1987), Chew and
Epstein (1987a), Gilboa (1987), R0ell (1987), Segal (1987a, b, c), and Weber and
C a m e r e r (1987). The last of these references is a useful survey of all these developments. And Lola Lopes (personal communication) has noted Allais (1984, 1988a),
which review his related a p p r o a c h to the problem.
F r o m the point of view of the research to be reported here, a significant feature
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of most of this literature is that the domain of preferences is taken to be random
variables on the line (Gilboa (1987) is an exception and Segal (1987a) is a partial
exception). Although such a domain is very general and seems a relatively innocent way to model risky (although not uncertain) choices, its selection actually presupposes that there are no effects on preferences resulting from whether a gamble
is framed as a succession of gambles or a single one with the same distribution.
This assumption, which is inherent to the formulation as random variables, simply is contrary to a considerable body of data. It is important to understand why
this is so. Since the objects of preference are (probability distributions of) random
variables, it is not possible to distinguish between different ways of presenting the
same random variable. For example, ifx, y, z are sums of money andp, q, r are such
that they andp +q are in (0, 1), then the gamble presented as ( x , p ; y, q," z, 1 - p - q)
is not distinguished as different from the mixture (or two-stage) gamble (p + q) (x,
p / ( p + q); y, q / ( p + q ) ) + (1 - p - q)z. Often this assumption is left implicit,
although Segal (1987a, p. 181) states it explicitly. Obviously, if one is carrying out
an experiment, these are distinctively different stimuli, and the evidence strongly
suggests that subjects do not necessarily treat them as indifferent in preference.
For this reason, it appears that theoretical developments based on taking random
variables on the line as the domain are doomed to be descriptively inadequate.
An independent approach to the problem, assuming uncertainty rather than
risk and avoiding this strong assumption of no framing effects, was given by Luce
and Narens (1985). They provided a somewhat novel analysis of both the basic
structure of the SEU axioms and of the implications of the empirical data for their
accuracy. 1 Two aspects of their approach are unique.
The first is that the domain is definitely.not random variables. Rather it is built
up recursively from pure payoffs (possibly, money) and chance events combined
to form chance mixtures that in turn are combined to form more complex chance
mixtures. (Of course, random variables can also be constructed recursively from
numerical payoffs and events with probabilities, but that is not usually done explicitly.) This recursive structure has a strong algebraic aspect that is exploited to
deal with the class of framing effects mentioned above. Within this theory, if a
payoff is contingent upon the joint occurrence of two independent events, we do
not necessarily assume the decision-maker to be indifferent either to the order in
which the events occur or to the single-stage gamble involving events whose probability of occurrence is equal to the probabilities of the corresponding payoffs in
the two-stage gamble, i.e., the probabilities of their various joint occurrences. To
some extent, Segal (1987a) has considered the same domain, and Gilboa (1987)
considered the Savage-like nonrecursive state-space approach.
The second aspect of their approach that is different is that it does not provide a
direct axiomatization in terms of properties of preference, but asks for the most
general form of an interval-scale utility function--i.e., unique up to positive affine
transformations--that is monotonically increasing in each payoff.
A third aspect, which is hardly a virtue, is that their results are limited to gambles with two payoffs that may themselves be gambles.
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The present paper has two goals. The first is to attempt to generalize the ideas
embodied in the Luce-Narens paper to gambles with more than two payoffs. The
second is to develop a more conventional axiomatization of that representation in
the sense that it involves only axioms about the primitives of the system and makes
no explicit assumptions about the uniqueness of the utility representation. The
resulting mathematical form of the representation bears a very close family resemblance to the rank-dependent models that have arisen in the random-variable
case, but they are by no means identical, as will be shown.

1. Dual-bilinear utility
For binary gambles, Luce and Narens (1985) approached the problem as follows.
Starting with a (sufficiently rich) set of pure payoffs (i.e., those not decomposable
into gambles, e.g., sums of money) and a (sufficiently rich) set ~ o f events from a
sample space E, one generates recursively a gamble from each event A in g and
each x and y, which are either gambles or pure payoffs. It is an event mixture ofx
a n d y in the sense that payoffx is received ifeventA occurs and payoffy is received
ifA fails to occur (.~). Such a gamble is denoted byxOAy The operator notation is
intentional. Each occurrence of an event, including successive realizations of a
single event as in (xOAy)OAz, is to be interpreted as independent of any other occurrence. To be completely precise, this really should be written (xOAy)OAI, where
A a n d A ' are two independent realizations of the same event, such as red coming
up on two successive spins of the same roulette wheel. For notational simplicity,
we drop the primes or subscripts and let the parentheses remind us that the
realizations are independent.
Let,A/denote this family of gambles and assume ~ is a preference order over it
(> and ~ are defined from E in the usual fashion). Furthermore, for each A E ~,
l e t . ~ denote the subfamily of gambles obtained by starting with the pure payoffs
and recursively using only the event A.
Let us assume the structure of gambles is sufficiently regular and rich that for
each A C ~, <-A/A,~A>, where~A is the restriction of ~ to.A/A, meets the following
conditions: for every x, y, z, w C .~g~A,
M1.
M2.
M3.
M4.
M5.

(Weak order): ~A is transitive and connected (i.e., complete).
(Strict Monotonicity): X ~ A y ifY xOAZ ~A yOAz iff w(~)AX~A wC)Ay.
(Weak Idempotence): xOAx ~ A x.
(Solvable): there exist u, u ~.A/A such that XOAU ~A Y ~A vOAx.
(Dedekind complete): any subset o f , ~ that is bounded from above relative
to ~A has a least upper bound in.~#A.

The first three axioms are, of course, substantive, but they can be argued to hold
for preference judgments (see below). The last two are structural and simply insure
a sufficiently rich situation so as to get a representation onto the real numbers.
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Solvability, as stated, implies that the structure is unbounded in preference. This is
to some degree unrealistic and must be viewed as an idealization of the model.
The weak-order axiom, M1, can be questioned in both of its aspects, and it has
been so questioned both normatively (Anand, 1987) and empirically. As was
remarked in footnote 1, it is not apparent that there really exists strong empirical
evidence against transitivity of choices (except possibly for nontransitivity of indifference of gambles that differ very little), although beyond a doubt combining
choices with indifference judgments does sometimes lead to intransitivities. In
empirical studies of simple gambles, at least, connectedness is not a concern,
although some believe that it may be in complex real-world decisions.
The discussion of M2, strict monotonicity, requires a rather long aside because
the issues of relating it to more familiar assumptions are not completely transparent. If one views the operation 0.4 as a function f r o m , ~ X ~ into, ~ , then for
a mathematician it seems quite natural to speak of M2 as strict monotonicity (relative to~A), and this was the terminology adopted some time ago in the axiomatic
measurement literature. However, it may generate confusion among economists
who use monotonicity in other ways, such as for first-order stochastic dominance.
From their perspective, M2 appears to be formally the same as the independence
axiom, namely

M2'. If F, G, H a r e distributions a n d p C (0, 1), then F ~ G iffpF + (1 - p ) H
~ p G + (1 - p ) H .

M2 is indeed lbrmally the same, but only in a qualified sense since M2' is used
with random variables and so p F + (1 - p ) H is interpreted as a random variable,
not as a distinctive entity called a probability mixture o f F andH. Put another way,
if payoffx can arise both in the gamble F and in the gamble H, that fact is irrelevant and all that counts is the total probability with which x arises. Such an identification is neither intended nor made in the statement M2.
To gain some idea of how significantly different this may be, consider another
property whose violation is often called the Ellsberg paradox.
M6. Suppose A, B, C C d' are such that A N C = { = B N C and x >- y. Then
XOAy~ XOBy iff XOAucY~ A XOeucy.
The comparable axiom in random variable notation is
M6'. Suppose G and H are random variables, p, q, r, p + r, q + r < (0, 1),
and G > H. Then,
pG + (1 - p ) g ~ q G + (1 - q ) H iff (p + r)G + (1 - p - r ) g ~ (q + r)G
+ (1 - q - r)H.
As Luce and Narens (1985) demonstrated, M6 is a property independent of the
remaining axioms, in particular, of M2. In contrast, as is well known, within the
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domain of random variables, M6' follows from M2'. Such distinctions are,
therefore, decidedly important in evaluating the adequacy of the current model to
accommodate the empirical findings that have undercut SEU theory.
If one does not impose an axiom that reduces compound gambles, such as those
that arise in M2, to one-stage, logically equivalent ones, then the little data that do
exist plus most experimenters' intuitions lead one to accept M2 as empirically
valid. It should, however, be carefully checked empirically.
Idempotence, M3, asserts the absence of one potential framing effect, one that is
difficult to deny if the meaning of the gamble X©AX is clear to the decision
maker.
In addition to the assumptions M1-M5 about the behavior of the preference
order, Luce and Narens (1985) made the following (automorphism) assumption
that is of a quite different character.
A1. For eachA, <,,~, ~A> is a homogeneous structure in the sense that there
exists an automorphism (isomorphism of the structure with itself) that
takes each gamble into each other gamble.
This axiom entails both a certain richness and symmetry to the entire set of gambles. A more detailed summary of the use of automorphisms in the context of
measurement can be found in Luce and Narens (1987).
From assumptions M1-M5 and A1, Luce and Narens (1985) were able to show
that there exists a function UA from,J~ onto the positive reals, Re +, and a function
)CAfrom Re + onto Re + such that
1. (Order preserving): x~A y iff UA(x) >~ UA(y),
2. )CAis strictly increasing,
3. fA(r)/r is a strictly decreasing function of r, and

4. U~(x©~y)= U~(y)f~lU~(x)/U~(y)l.
In order to arrive at a utility theory to cover all binary gambles, they made the
following additional assumptions:
A2. By an appropriate normalization, it is possible to suppress the subscript
A from UA, i.e., for all A, B C g, UA = UB = U.
Below a qualitative property is provided that is equivalent to A2.
A3. The class of all utility functions forms an interval scale, i.e., all equally
satisfactory utility functions are related to U by the positive linear transformations U---~ rU + s, where r and s are real and r > 0.
From the representation arising from M1-M5 and AI, they were able to establish from A2 and A3 that the numerical operation given byfA has a simple bilinear
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form--namely, there exist two functions, S +, S-: ~--~ (0, 1), such that, for all x,
y C ,X/Aand A C g;,
[ U ( x ) S + ( A ) + U(y)ll - S+(A)],
U ( x © ~ y ) = [ U ( x ) S - ( A ) + U(y)[1
S-(A)I,

U ( x ) >~ U ( y )
U ( x ) < U(y),

(1)

Luce and Narens spoke of equation (1) as the dual-bilinear theory of utility. Note
that, as with the work of Quiggin (1982), Gilboa (1987), and Yaari (1987), the key
aspect of the representation is that it is rank-dependent--an SEU type of model
with the weights assigned to events dependent upon their ranking according to the
perceived value of the payoffs. Observe that equation (1) reduces to SEU when S +
- S- - a probability measure. They explored carefully the conditions under
which such a reduction occurs. The gist of the answer is that S + - S - , i.e., rank independence, follows from an assumption that certain rather simple pairs of gambles that are functionally the same are also judged to be indifferent in preference.
Functionally the same means that the two gambles yield the same payoff under the
same conditions except for the order in which successive events are realized. These
equivalences are called accounting equations, and essentially they deny, contrary to
data, the existence of certain types of the framing effects discussed by Kahneman
and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and Kahneman (1986). An example of one that
forces S + -- S- is bisymmetry:
(XOAy)OA(uQ4v) ~ A (XOAu)OA(yOAz).

If, in addition, the common weighting function is also to be a finitely additive
probability, a more substantive assumption is needed such as the extended surething property that was formulated as M6 above, and whose violation is, as noted
earlier, commonly called the Ellsberg paradox.
Dual-bilinear utility can be written in another, equivalent way:
U(x©Ay) = U ( x ) P ( A ) + U(y)[1 - P(A)] + W ( A ) I U ( x ) - U(y)[,

(2)

where P(A) = 1/2[S+(A) + S-(A)] and W ( A ) = 1/2[S+(A) - S-(A)]. Since the standard deviation of U relative to P(A) is
P(A)~/2[1 -

P(A)I'/2IU(x)

-

U(y)I,

(3)

one can think of the model as saying that for binary gambles, utility of a gamble is
a linear combination of the mean and standard deviation of the utilities of its components relative to a subjective probability distribution.
The issue to be considered in the remainder of the paper is how to generalize the
dual-bilinear representation to gambles with more than two payoffs. It is by no
means obvious how best to do this. One way to proceed is to try to reduce an npayoff gamble to a sequence of concatenated two-payoff gambles, and so reduce
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them to something we can calculate from the dual-bilinear theory. In doing this,
however, we must take care not to unwittingly assume accounting equations that
are known to be empirically dubious. One possible way is shown below.

2. lnvariance under interval scale transformations
Let n be an integer and let I-I,, be the set of all ordered partitions of E into nontrivial
events o f d~.Suppose n C II,, i.e., ~ = (A~,... ,A,), where& C d',Ai (3Aj = ¢ for/:~j,
i , j = 1 . . . . , n , and UiA~ = E. Then a gamble over n is a generalized operation 2
F,(Xl,... ,x,) that is interpreted as follows: F , ( x ~ , . . . , x , ) denotes the one-stage gamble in which xi is the p a y o f f w h e n & occurs. In particular, if~ = {A,.~}, then F , ( x , y )
= x O A y . Let.~'denote a set of such gambles including all of the pure payoffs and let
be the preference order over them. We make the following assumptions:
G1. ~ is a weak order on ~ .
G2. The operation F. is strictly monotonic increasing with respect to the preference order in each argument, i.e., for every i = 1,...,n, and Xl. . . . . xj,
. . . . x~, y i ~ . ~ . .

Yi~Xi iffF,(xl,"

• • ,Yi, " " " ,x.) ~ F.(x~,

" • . ,xi, " " " ,x.).

03. The operation F. is idempotent in the sense that for each x ¢ . # ,
F,(x,x ....

,x) ~ x.

G4. There is a utility function U: ..~'--~ Re that is order-preserving and that is
unique to positive linear transformations.
Introduce the abbreviations
x,

= (xl,"

" ",x,),

ui = U(x,),

andff, =

(u,,"

" ",u,).

Then we may define the real function with real arguments, G., by
G,(~,)

:

UF,(~,).

By monotonicity, G, is well-defined. Since, by assumption, U is unique up to an
interval scale, it follows that G must satisfy the functional equation
rG.(~.)

+ s = G.(r~

+ s),

(r,

d ~

Re, r > 0).

(4)

So the problem is to find solutions G. to equation (4) that are idempotent and
strictly increasing in each argument.
The assumption of monotonicity, G2, is sometimes, in this context, called the
sure-thing principle. The reformulation of G2 in terms of the function G. was re-
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fered to by Allais (1952/1979) as the axiom of absolute preference. Theorem I of
Allais (1988b) explicitly formulates equation (4) and derives a form of solution
(see the next section) that he had used implicitly earlier in Allais (1979, 1984).

3. Moment solutions to equation (4)
Such invariance as embodied in equation (4), but usually without the restriction
r > 0, arises in many problems. For example, Chew, Epstein, and Segal (1987) investigated a special class of solutions, and Acz61 (1966) reports a number of results.
However, finding all monotonic increasing solutions to equation (4) apears to be
difficult, in part at least, for the following reason. Acz61, Roberts, and Rosenbaum
(1986) considered equation (4) with r =g 0 rather than r > 0, and they pointed out
that it trivially implies
G~(~n) = M(~,) + S(ff,)G,[[h~,, -

M(Y.)]/S(Y.)],

(5)

where M and S are the mean and standard deviation of the uniform distribution
over u',. They did not mention, although it is equally true, that equation (5) is formally also a solution to equation (4) for many other choices of M and S. All that is
required is that they transform as M(r~,,) = rM(~n) + s and S(r~n) = rS(ff,). Thus,
they may be selected to be the mean and standard deviation of any distribution, or
as any dimensional constants that transform appropriately, as often occurs in the
formulation of physical laws.
Another family of solutions, investigated by Allais (1979, 1984), Munera (1985,
1986), and Munera and Neufville (1983), involves weighted sums of the k th roots of
the absolute values of the k ~h moments about some mean. Solutions of this type
can be thought of as plausible generalizations of the dual-bilinear model, at least
when it is presented in its second form, equations (2) and (3).
However, there are two difficulties in using any of these solutions:
(i) They are for the general class of linear transformations U - * rU + s, r =/= O,
rather than the order-preserving ones, which necessitates r > 0, corresponding
to interval scales; and
(ii) It is exceedingly difficult to see the impact of strict monotonicity on these
solutions--moments and monotonicity simply are not very comfortable
companions.
Once one takes (i) into account, we see that equation (4) is not a single
functional equation, but a collection of them--one for each possible order of the n
arguments. Thus, the solution space is even more complex than suggested by the
solutions mentioned.
Allais (1984, p. 39) seems to say that what is alleged in (ii) is not true, but it is not
clear where he works out explicitly the impact of monotonicity (in his terms, the
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axiom of absolute preference) on a general function of the moments. This impact
appears to be very complex. There are, however, other formulations of the
solutions to equation (4) that are somewhat more amenable to the imposition of
monotonity (see the fifth unsolved problem discussed in section 9).
Since it is not obvious how to pursue the general class of moment solutions effectively, another approach follows.

4. Decomposition postulate
Despite the fact that monotonicity and interval scale transformations are sufficient to pin down the form in the binary case, they are not sufficient in the general
case. We appear to need an additional assumption; however, considerable care
must be exercised not to impose so much structure that matters reduce to SEU. An
answer is suggested by theorem 3, p. 237 of Acz6l's (1966) book.
Since we shall be considering each order of payoffs separately, there is no loss of
generality in assuming the arguments have been permuted so that x~ ~ x2 ~ . . .
Consider the following decomposition postulate:
G5. For n > 2, given rr E II,+1 and F, on n + 1 arguments, there exist partitions c E II n and y C 172 such that for allxl ~ . . . ~ x , ~x,+t,
F,(x b" " " ,xn,x,+l) ~ F~[Fv(xL," " " ,x,),x,+ll.

(6a)

Assuming a utility function exists, as above, (6a) immediately translates into the
following: for all ul < . . . < u, < u,+l,
G,(ul," ' ' ,u,,u,+O = G~[Gv(ub" " ",u,),U,+l].

(6b)

Axiom G5 simply says that any gamble on n + 1 payoffs is indifferent to a gamble having just two payoffs, the first of which is itself a gamble composed of the n
payoffs other than the most preferred and the second of which is the most preferred one. There is no implication in this assumption that an accounting equation holds in terms of the objective probabilities ofth e payoffs occurring, although
it clearly says just that in terms of some form of subjective weighting of the
payoffs.
This property is similar to, but a little weaker than, the one Acz61 invoked
on p. 237.

Theorem 1. Suppose the family of generalized numerical operations has a common
utility function such that

(i) for each subfamily of binary operations generated by a single event, the utility function yields a dual bilinear representation of th'at subfamily,"
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(ii) each generalized operation is strictly increasing in each argument (see G2);
(iii) each generalized operation is idempotent (see G3); and
(iv) the family satisfies the decomposition postulate (see G5).
Let 9 denote the permutation of {1,... ,n} such that
Up(I) ~ Up(2) ~ "

. . ~ Ug(n).

Then

(1) There exist constants a~ (~, 9) such that

G,(~,) = 2 a,(n, 9)ui,

(7a)

a~(~, P) >/0 and 2 a~(r~, 9) = 1.

(7b)

i=l

i=l

(2) Each generalized operation & invariant under positive affine transformations
(equation (4)).
(3) Suppose 9 and P' are two permutations for which u~ and uj are adjacent and the
permutations are identical except that the order of ui and uj is reversed. Then
ak(r~, 9) = ak(rr, 9'),

(8)

k 4= i,j.

Proof (1) By hypothesis (i), equation (1) holds for n = 2, which is equation (7) with
a change of notation for the weights. We prove the general case by induction. Note,
first, that the decomposition postulate is compatible with the invariance hypothesis. Accordingly, by the induction hypothesis, we know that there are constants c, 0 < c < 1, and bl,... ,b,, bi > 0, Zibi = 1 such that
Go(u1,'" ",u,) = 2 biu,,
i=1

Gn(o, u,+O = co + (1 - c)u,+l,

O ~ Un+ 1.

By monotonicity and idempotence,
Go(Ul,-

•

•

,Un) • Go(u,," • • ,u,) = u, <. u,+,.

Substituting into equation (6b), we see
n+l

G~(Ul,""" , U n + l ) =

Z aiui,
i=1
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where a, = cb~, i = l . . . . . n, and a,+t = 1 - c. Since we have assumed a permutation
to put us in a standard situation, the constants ai clearly are a function of both the
partition, rr, of the events underlying the payoffs as well as the ordering of the
payoffs, P.
(2) Observe that the form given in equation (7a) satisfies the invariance property
of equation (4).
(3) There remains the question of restricting the solutions to those that are
monotonic in each variable. Monotonicity is exhibited by a weighted mean so
long as the change in the variable does not alter the order among the payoffs.
However, it need not be exhibited when the order is changed, in which case a discontinuous change occurs in the weights assigned to some events. We show that,
given equation (7), such monotonicity is equivalent to equation (8).
With no loss of generality, suppose u~ < ui and they are adjacent. Consider what
happens as u~ is moved up and beyond uj, say ui' < U/< u~; but with the upper value
not crossing the next larger value. Thus, by theorem 1 and assuming monotonicity,
~, ak(p)uk + ai(p)u~ + aj(p)u i < ~ ak(p')uk + ai(p')u~'+ a.i(p')u j.

k-ai,j

(9)

kwi.j

Similarly, select uj < u~ < uT, and monotonicity yields

~, ak(p')Uk + ai(p')ui + aj(o')uj < ~, ak(p)u~ + ai(p)u, + ai(p)u~: (10)

k~i,j

k~i,j

In equation (9) let u~ and u~'approach uj and in equation (10) let uj and uj'approach
u,. This yields

kf.i.j

ak(p)Uk + [a,(p) + aj(o)]uj < ~ ak(p')Uk + [ai(p') + ai(P')]uj,

(11)

aj(p)lu,.

(12)

k~-i,j

a,(p')uk + [a,(p') + aj(p')]u, < ~ ak(p)Uk + [a,(p) +
k~i.j

k~'i,j

Adding equations (11) a n d (12) and rearranging,
[ai(P) + aj(p)](uj - ui) < [ai(p') + aj(o')](uj - ui).
Since ui > u,., we see ai(p) + aj(p) < ai(P') + aj(p'). The opposite inequality can be
achieved by a parallel argument beginning with p' and uj < ui, and so
a,(p) + aj(p) = ai(p') + aj(p').
Substituting equation (13) into equations (11) and (12), we see that

(13)
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~. ak(p)uk = ~
k4:i,j

ak(p')Uk.

(14)

ke~i,j

Since the uk are free to vary, subject to the inequalities imposed by p and p', equation (14) implies ak(p) = ak(p'), k -¢ i,j.
Strict increasing monotonicity follows immediately from this condition. Q.E.D.
This representation generalizes the dual-bilinear model by maintaining the fact
that the dual-bilinear model is an expectation for each possible order of the
payoffs. It does not generalize the fact that the binary model can also be viewed as
a weighted sum of an expectation and standard deviation. This representation was
postulated by Sen (1973) and also by Chew and Epstein (1987b), the latter in their
study of Gini indices.
Although monotonicity reduces the number of independent parameters, i.e., the
possible {a,(" )1, for fixed n down from the potential (n-1)n!, there are still very
many. ICL. Manders (see Appendix) has shown that there are 2" - 2. If, however,
the decomposition property, equation (6), is understood in detail, then of course
the only parameters that need be estimated are the binary ones.
For fixed n, a further reduction is achieved by assuming that the weight
associated to payoff/when the permutation 9 holds depends only on the rank of/,
not on how the other alternatives are ranked. Stated formally, if p(i) = r, then ag(p)
= ai(r).

Corollary. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1 are met and suppose that for 9(i) = r,
ai(p) = ai(r). Then for all i,j,
ai(r) = aj(r).

(15)

Proof. Let the weight associated with u~ when it is in rank position r be denoted by
a~(r). By the theorem,
ai(r) + aj(r + 1) = ai(r + 1) + aj(r).

By induction, we show
ai(r ) + aj(s) = ai(s) + a~(r).

(16)

With no loss of generality, suppose r < s. Fors = r + 1 it has been proved. By the induction hypothesis on s,
ai(r) + aj(s - 1) = ai(s - 1) + aj(r),

and
a,(s - 1) + aj(s) = ai(s) + aj(s - 1).
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Adding yields equation (16). S u m m i n g over s 4: r in equation (16),
(n - 1)ai(r) + ~ as(s) = ~ as(s) + (n - 1)aj(r).
s~r

s~r

Using Z~<a~(s) = 1,
(n -

1 ) a i ( r ) + 1 - a j ( r ) = 1 - a i ( r ) + (n -

1)ai(r),

whence ai(r) = aj(r). Q.E.D.
Observe that since there are n ranks and the weights sum to 1, this reduces the
situation to n - 1 parameters. Thus, this specialization of the model has the same
n u m b e r of parameters as SEU, but except for the case o f n = 2 it is totally different.
It describes a person who totally ignores the partition and weights each payoff
only according to its preference order a m o n g all payoffs, whereas SEU says the
permutation is irrelevant, and only the partition of events matters.

5. An example of the constraints imposed by equations (8) and (15)
The simplest case for which equation (8) has any bite is, of course, for n = 3.
Denote the utilities of the payoffs by u, v, and w. A n d suppose, for example, the
order p is u > v > w. If the order is changed to v > u > w, i.e., u a n d v are interchanged, then the theorem tells us that the weight on the u n c h a n g e d element, w,
must be the same. Thus, we obtain the matrix of weights shown in table 1.
Thus, we see that from there being potentially 12 free parameters, monotonicity
reduces the n u m b e r of independent ones to six. That is still a lot of parameters,
and as was noted the number rises rapidly with n, namely, as 2" - 2. The conditions of the corollary, i.e., that the weight attached to a p a y o f f d e p e n d s only u p o n
its rank, yield the added constraints: a = d = f a n d b = c = e. Thus, as was
remarked earlier, there are only two parameters.
Table 1. Matrix of weights for the case
U

u>o>w
u>w>v
v>u>w
v>w>u
w>u>v
w>v>u

a
a
b

I1

W

e
c
d
d
c

b

n = 3

e
f
f

(The blanks are filled in by the fact that the
weights in each row sum to 1.)
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6. Relations to rank-dependent theories of random variables

A natural question to raise is: How does the representation of theorem 1 relate to
the weighting functions that have arisen in the rank-dependent theories arising on
the assumption that the domain of gambles can be described as random variables?
Recall that they are of the following form: there is a probability distribution ff (n)
over the partition n and a strictly increasing function q0 such that

LpU}<i

--1

l.-p(/)<i

_l

It is easy to verify that these weights exhibit the property of equation (8) since permutations that leave i fixed and do not permute something on one side o f / t o the
other side leave the sums in equation (17) invariant.
W h a t is not so obvious is whether or not for any rank-dependent SEU theory of
the type described in theorem 1, there exists an increasing function q~and a family
of probability distributions over the several partions such that equation (17) holds.
Clearly, this would be false if we could derive from equation (17) some properties
of the weights a, not derivable from equation (8). This we do by looking at the n = 3
case in detail.
Suppose there were a strictly increasing function ~ from the unit interval onto
the unit interval for which equation (17) holds for any partition into three events,
and so for any system of weights satisfying equation (8). Then referring to the
general table of weights for the n -- 3 case and denoting the unkown probabilities
by p,, po, and Pw, it is not difficult to check that equation (17) reduces to
a = 1 - q~(Pv + Pw),

b = q~(Pu),

c = q~(p°),

d = 1 - q~(Pu + P~),

e = q~(pw),

f = 1 - q~(p~ + pv).

From these, it follows immediately that ~-' must meet the following three
constraints:
e - l ( 1 - a) = O-'(c) +

~-'(e),

O-1(1 - d) = e - l ( b ) + e - ' ( e ) ,
q~-~(1 - f )

= O-'(b) + q0-'(c).

The six parameters are independent, but subject to the constraints that they are
positive and
1-a>cande,

l-d>bande,

andl -f>bandc.

Since q~ is strictly increasing and onto, it is continuous. So if we let c and e approach 1 - a, in the limit we must have for any choice of 1 - a, q~-~(1 - a) =
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2q~-~(1 - a), which is impossible. Thus, in general, the rank-dependent weights
cannot be assumed necessarily to arise from a model of the form of equation
(17).

7. Qualitative axiomatization of rank-dependent utility
The line of argument taken so far, although axiomatic and qualitative in character, departs rather shaply from the traditional approach to utility representations.
The usual tack--Allais (1979) excepted--is to formulate the axiomatization directly in terms of the primitives, with no reference to the nature of the automorphism
group, as has been done here by invoking interval scalability, which implies
homogeneity.
Most of the existing attempts at axiomatizing rank-dependent utility have
begun with a risk structure in which gambles can be thought of as random
variables, in the sense that a probability measure over events is assumed. The
major exceptions to that assertion are Segal (1987a) and Gilboa (1987) who,
however, only arrived at the representation subject to the constraint formulated in
equation (17). Thus, it remains an open issue to formulate an axiomatic theory
leading to the representation embodied in equations 7 and 8 (theorem 1).One such
axiomatization is outlined here that, to some extent, builds upon an existing result.
Because it first axiomatizes the case of just two-payoff gambles generated from a
single event and then extends that through the decomposition postulate to general
ones, it may be judged a bit cumbersome, It is to be hoped that a more elegant
theory can be devised.
The strategy to be followed is, first, to consider the structure of gambles that can
be formed from repeated, independent realizations of binary events, the qualitative structure of which was described earlier. Accepting the assumptions M1-M5,
Luce (1986) provided axioms necessary and sufficient for the existence of a dualbilinear representation, equation (1). These axioms, which are somewhat complex
to state, are postponed until the rest of the development is outlined.
The resulting interval-scale utility function U must be subscripted to show its
dependence on the eventA. So the second step is to add an axiom designed to insure that UA does not really depend on A, i.e., there is a single utility function U
over all o f , # that both preserves the order ~ and for which equation (1) holds. Part
of the pro©f of theorem 2 shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for there
to be a single utility function is:
(x©AY)©eY ~ (X©By)©AY,

(X, y, Z -C ~ , A, B -C d°).

(18)

This is one of the simplest examples of an accounting equation. It simply postulates that changing the order of occurrence of the events in the gamble (x©Ay)©By
does not affect preference. Observe that under both orders, x is the final payoff if
both A and B occur; otherwise, y is the payoff. The only difference is whether A
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occurs before or after B. Moreover, the basic structure of this two-stage gamble is
rather easy to perceive because there are only two payoffs and only two events.
As is easily shown, equation (18) is a necessary property of the dual-bilinear
model and, unlike any of the more complex accounting equations, it does not destroy the property of being rank dependent.
The final step in the development is simply to invoke the decomposition postulate, equation (6), and monotonicity of gambles in each argument.
Now the axioms o n , ~ are described that lead to the dual-bilinear representation. For that purpose, the subscript A is suppressed. The general idea of the axiomatization is to extend the operation O in two ways. One corresponds to extending the upper half of equation (1) so that it holds for all x and y; that extended
operation will be denoted by *. The other corresponds to extending the lower half
of equation (1) to hold for all x and y; that operation will be denoted by *'. Thus, *
agrees with O for x > y and *', with O for x -< y.
The first postulate we need is designed to insure that such an extension is possible and unique. Once done, the remaining postulates are stated in terms of* and
• ', and they are necessary and sufficient to have a representation as weighted
averages.
Define * as

xOy
x •y =

x
w

ifx ~ y,
ifx ~ y,
ifx < y,

(19)

where w is an element that has the property that there exist u, v such that

uEx, vEy, u O x ~ v O y , u O v E w ,

(20)

(u O x ) O (v O y ) - (u O v) O w.

(21)

and

One can prove from axioms M1-M4 that such an element exists (lemma 5.1 of
Luce, 1986). The assumption that must be made is that for the w mentioned above
and for any u and v meeting the four conditions of equation (20), then they also
satisfy equation (21).
The operation *' is defined in an analogous way to equation (19) and the
analogue of the property leading to equation (21) must be assumed.
A structure exhibiting both of these properties is called reflectable.Note that any
structure having a dual-bilinear representation is reflectable.
One shows that reflectableness together with axioms M1-M4 is enough to insure that * and *' are well-defined, idempotent, intern (i.e., forx ~ y , thenx ~XOAy
y), monotonic, and solvable (lemma 5.2 of Luce, 1986).
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The remaining assumption are that * and *' are both rightautodistributive, i.e., for
x, y, z C~A/A,
(x , y) , z ~ (x , z) , (y , z) and (x ,' y) , ' z ~ (x ,' z) , ' (y ,' z),

(22)

and that together they satisfy generalized bisymmetry, i.e., for every x, y, u, v C

(u • v) ,' (x , y ) ~ (u , ' x ) • (v , ' y ) .

(23)

Theorem 2. Let < E , g > be an event space, X a set of pure payoffs, ~ t h e set of gambles
generated recursively from X and finite partitions of E into events of ~; and ~ a binary
relation on,~. For each A E d, let~AtAdenote the set of gambles generated recursively from
X and A. Suppose the following assumptions are met."
(i) For each A ¢ ~ < , ~ , ~ > satisfies axioms M1-M5, is reflectable, (see equations (20) and (21) and their analogues) and the defined operations * and *'(equation (19) and its analogue) are both right autodistributive (equation (22)), and
together satisfy generalized bisymmetry) (equation (23));
(ii) For every x, y E Jgand A. B C ~ equation (18) holds, i.e.,
()~©~Y)©sy ~ (x©By)©Ay; and

(iii) For each partition ~ of E into n + 1 events, there exists a partition cy of E into n
events and an event A such that for each xi C ,~, i = 1,... ,n + 1, with xi ~ x2 ~ . . .
5 X,+l, equation (6a) holds, i.e.,
F,(xl," • • ,x,+l) ~ Fo(xl," • ",x,)©Ax,+l.

(24)

Then there exists an interval scale representation of <,~,, ~ > that has the form given in
theorem 1.

Proof. Suppose , ~ = <,~A, ~, OA> is a concatenation structure that satisfies
properties M1-M5. Luce (1986, theorem 5.1) has shown that ~ has a representation < UA, S +, S - > of the dual-bilinear form given in equation (1) iff ,~ is reflectable and the defined operations * and *' are right autodistributive and satisfy
generalized bisymmetry.
Select anyxl >-x0 and for each eventA choose the representation UA such that
UA(xl) = 1 and UA(xo) = 0. This is possible because the representations of < , ~ ,
~A, OA> form an interval scale. Furthermore, this representation is onto the real
numbers because, by solvability, the structure is unbounded; it is order dense
since, by idempotence and monotonicity, it is intern; and it is Dedekind complete
by assumption. Thus, for each pair of events A and B there is a function G from the
reals onto the reals such that U8 = G(UA). Moreover, since the U's are order preserv-
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ing, G is strictly increasing, thus, G is continuous. The problem is simply to insure
that it is the identity function. We now show that equation (18) is necessary and
sufficient for that to be true.
Since the representations are onto the reals, applying UB = G(UA) to the left side
of equation (18) yields
Ug(X©Ay)b + UB(y)(1 -- b) = G[UA(X©Ay)]b + G [ U A y ) ] ( 1 - b)
= G[UA(x)a + UA(y)(1 - a)]b + G[UA(y)](1 - b),

where a and b are the constants in equation (1) corresponding to events A and B,
respectively, for whichever order is determined b y x a n d y . Note that xOAy lies between them, and so only the one constant will arise for each event.
Carrying out the same calculation lbr the right side yields
UB[(xO~y)OAyl = GIU.I(xQy)©AyI]
= G I U A ( X O s y ) a + UA(y)(1 -- a)]
= a[uAu~U~(xO~y)a

+ UA(y)(1 -- a)]

= G [ G ~[Us(x)b + UB(y)(1 -- b)]a + VA(y)(1 -- a)]
= G [ G - ~ [ G [ U ~ ( x ) ] b + G[UA(y)](1 -- b)]a + UA(y)(1 -- a)].

SettingX = UA(x) and Y = U~(y) and equating these two expressions, we see that G
must satisfy the following functional equation:

G[Xa +

Y(1 -

a)lb +

G(Y)(1

- b) =

G[G-~[G(X)b +
+ Y(1 - a)].

G(Y)(1

-

b)la
(25)

Note that because the representations were selected to agree at 0 and l, G must also
satisfy G(0) = 0 and G(1) = 1. Setting Y = 0 in equation (25),
G(Xa)b =

G[G-'[G(YObIal.

Letting H(X) = G -l [G(X)b], we see that H(Xa) = H(X)a. F r o m this it follows readily
that for integers m and n, H ( X a m/") = H ( X ) a m/". By the continuity of G, which arises
from its being onto the reals and strictly increasing, H is also continuous. Thus, we
may conclude for any real L > 0, H(XA x) = H ( X ) a ~. Setting Z = a x and lettingX = 1,
we see that for 0 < Z < 1, H ( Z ) = cZ, where c = H(1) = G J(b). Substituting into the
definition of H, G(X)G(c) = G(X)b = G H ( X ) = G(cX). In exactly the same manner,
G(X)G(c x) and so for 0 > X > 1, G(X) = X ~.
Our task is reduced now to showing that [3 = 1. To that end, substitue G into
equation (25) with 0 < X < 1, 0 < Y < 1, and introduce the variable Z = X / Y
> 0:
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If this holds for all Z > 0, then it also holds for the derivative as Z --~ 0. The left
derivative approaches [3(1 - a)~-lab which is finite and >0 since a, b are in the
open unit interval. The derivative of the right side involves a factor Z ~-1 multiplying positive terms, and so it approaches 0 or ov except when [3 = 1. Thus, 13 = 1,
proving that the utility functions are identical over the interval x0 to xl. Since the
argument can be made for any finite interval, we conclude that the utility
functions must be identical.
The converse is trivial.
The conclusion is obvious from these facts and the decomposition assumption
equation (24).

8. Finitely additive weighting functions for binary gambles
Much of utility theory involves expectations relative to a finitely additive probability measure. Thus, it is natural to ask whether within the context of rankdependent utility theories there are reasonable conditions that lead one to expect
the weighting functions to be finitely additive. Consider the simple binary gambles, where the representation becomes the dual-bilinear representation of equation (1). That equation is a special case of equation (7a) but with a different notation tbr the weights, which it is helpful to maintain since the binary case exhibits
some properties that do not really generalize. For example, these weights depend
upon just an event since that is equivalent to a partition; for n > 2, the dependence
is on the partition, not just the event. So, for the binary but not the general case, it
makes sense to ask about plausible conditions to force finite additivity, i.e. the
condition:

IfA,B C- ~ a n d A N B = ~J, then
S'(A U B) = S'(A) + S'(B),

(i = +, - ) .

(26)

Assuming that the rank-dependent model holds for binary gambles, the following two assumptions are sufficient to force equation (26).
FA1. For all x , y C , , # a n d A C g;
XOAy ~ yO;~x.

(27)

As Luce and Narens (1985) noted, if the dual-bilinear model holds equation (27)
is equivalent to:
S+(A) + S - ( A ) = 1.

(28)

The second assumption is an appreciable strengthening of the decomposition
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postulate. The strengthening occurs in two respects. First, let us suppose that any
gamble F . ( x ~ , . . . ,x,+~) on n + 1 events is equivalent in preference to a binary gamble having as one of its payoffs any x~ and the other a gamble involving the
remaining n payoffs. Second, suppose further that the event used in the binary
gamble is the complement of the event yielding xi in the original gamble. This is
plausible in that x~ is clearly isolated in the binary gamble and its relation to the
events of the original gamble is transparent.
FA2. For any partition n = {A(1). . . . ,A(n+l)} there exists for each i = 1 , . . . ,
n + 1 a partition o(i) such that
F ~ ( x l , " • " , x i , " • " , x , + l ) ~ Fo(i)(xl," • " , x i _ l , x i + l , " • ",x,+l)©i~a)xi.

(29)

In what follows, we really only need equation (29) for the case n = 2, in which
case we m a y write Fo~o(x, y ) = xOB(oY, and so it amounts to

(X IOB(3)X 2)C)j(3)X 3 ~ (X IOB(2)X 3)(~j(2)X 2
(x20~x3)O~o~x ~.

(30)

With no loss of generality, assume x~ ~ x 2 ~. x 3. Note that the preference order between xlOB~z)X3 and x2 is not determined and, by axiom M4 together with the fact
thatJga is mapped under U o n t o the real numbers, either order can actually occur.
Applying the dual-bilinear model to the first and third equivalences and by varying xl, we see that necessarily
S+(B(3)) = S + ( A ( 1 ) ) / S + ( A ( 3 ) ) .

(31)

Choosing x~ so that x~O~(2)x 3 ~ x2, applying the model to the first and second
equivalences of equation (30), using equation (28), and varying x2 yields
S+(B(3)) = [S+(A(3)) + S+(A(2)) - ll/S+(,~(3))

(32)

Equating equations (3 l) and (32), using equation (28) again, and noting that A(1)
= A(2) t) A(3), we see that
S-(A(2) U A(3)) = S-(A(2)) + S-(A(3)),
which, since A(2) andA(3) m a y be selected to be any two disjoint events, is equation (26) with i = The other case is similar: selectx3 sufficiently small so thatxlOs(2)x3 < x2, varyx2,
and conclude
S+(A(1) U A(2)) = S+(A(1)) + S+(A(2)),
i.e., finite addifivity.
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Equation (26) does not appear to have a natural generalization for gambles with
more than two payoffs. The reason can be seen as follows. Suppose x~ < x2< • .. <
x,+~ and suppose in equation(24)A = A_(n + 1). Then, of course, the weight ~orx,~
in the (n + 1)-payoffgamble is 1 -S-(A(n + 1)) = S+(A(n + 1)). By induction, the
weight for x, in the (n + 1)-payoff gamble is

S-(A(n + 1))[1 - S-(A(n)] = S-(A(n + 1))S+(A(n)),
which depends upon more than just A(n). Therefore, trying to state anything
about how the weight of the union of events depends upon the two components is
much complicated by its dependence upon the rest of the partition. There is no obviously easy way to formulate a result.

9. Discussion

Five questions arise about the model under discussion.
First, can a simpler, more elegant axiomatization of the order over gambles be
arrived at that leads to the general rank-dependent representation? Certainly the
one given her (theorem 2) requires a fairly complex pattern of assumptions, one
group for binary gambles and quite a different one for more complex ones.
Further, those for the binary case entail somewhat complex defined quantities. It
would be desirable to find a more pleasing system.
Second, what conditions on the systems of weights are necessary and sufficient
for them to be recovered from the rank-dependent model of equation (17) that has
arisen in theories based on a domain of random variables? The answer to this
question is not clear.
Third, there is a possible further constraint on weights that has not been investigated. If we think of the weights as analogous to subjective probabilities, but affected by the ordering of the payoffs, it might be plausible that the weights order
the events independent of the ordering of the payoffs or, in the language introduced in this literature, that they be co-monotonic in the following sense: For
any partition n, any rankings of payoffs p and ~, and any two events i and j of
the partition,
ai(rr, 9) > a:(n, 9) iffai(rr, ~)/> aj(rr, o).

(33)

What qualitative condition is equivalent to this apparently desirable property is
unknown to the author. Note that it simply places inequalities on the weights but
does not reduce their number. For example, in the case of n=3 shown in table 1,
the following is an example of six independent parameters that meet the inequalities of equation (33): a = .48, b = .46, c = .40, d = .42, e = .06, f = .12.
Fourth, just how compatible are the decomposition and monotonicity properties? The former says that all weights arising in n > 2 cases are explicit functions of
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certain o f the b i n a r y weights. T h e latter (via t h e o r e m 1) says that the weights in the
n > 2 cases meet certain explicit constraints. It is b y no m e a n s clear w h y the m o n o tonicity constraints s h o u l d h o l d given their g e n e r a t i o n b y the d e c o m p o s i t i o n
postulate.
T h e last o p e n p r o b l e m is to gain a d e e p e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f all m o n o t o n i c
solutions to the i n v a r i a n c e equation, e q u a t i o n (4). T h e p r o b l e m seems to be c o m plex. F o r e x a m p l e , c o n s i d e r the case n = 3, in w h i c h case we m a y write e q u a t i o n (4)
as
G ( r u + s, rv + s, r w + s) = r G ( u , v, w ) + s.

Setting r = 1 a n d s = - w , we see
G ( u , v, w ) = w + G ( u - w, u - w , O).

F o r v :/: w, set r = 1/(v - w), s = 0, a n d f ( X ) = G(X, 1, 0); t h e n
a ( u , v, w ) = w + (o - w ) f [ ( u

- w ) / ( v - w)]

is a general solution to e q u a t i o n (4). A s s u m i n g the three partial derivatives o f G
exist, it is routine to verify t h a t m o n o t o n i c i t y is e q u i v a l e n t to: for real 3(,
f ' ( X ) > 0,
f(X)

-Xf'(X)

> O,

1 - f ( X ) + ( X - l)f'(X) > 0.
It is u n c l e a r h o w to characterize all solutions to this system o f differential inequalities. A n e x a m p l e o f o n e that is different f r o m the r a n k - d e p e n d e n t S E U
m o d e l is:
f(X)

= a + b X - c / ( 1 + e Ixl)

(a > c / 2 > O, b > O, 1 - a - b > 0).

This system o f differential inequalities c a n be generalized in like m a n n e r to
a n y n > 3.
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Notes
1. As with all of the proposed generalizations, save for Fishburn (1982) and Loomes and Sugden
(1982, 1983), Narens and I ignored the data that is interpreted as evidence against transitivity, mainly,
the preference reversal phenomenon. (The original reference is Lichtenstein and Slovic, 1971; a major
economic reference is Grether and Plott, 1979; and more recent references can be found in Bostic,
Herrnstein, and Luce, 1988, and Tversky, Sattath, and Slovic, 1988.) One reason is that this phenomenon appears to arise largely because two quite different procedures are intermixed, namely, choices between gambles and the assignment of money values (i.e., certainty equivalents) to gambles. Evidence of
Tversky et al. (1988) and of Bostic et al. (1988) (as well as unpublished research of Pearson, 1986),
strongly suggest that this is in fact the primary source of the intransitivities. Since the theory presented
here speaks only of choices, it is not clear that accommodation for intransitivity is really needed.
2. Acz61 and Saaty (1983) have studied a very special operation that can be written as g(xO©
g(x2)©... ©g(xn), where (3 denotes an associative operation. This is much too strong an assumption for
the purposes of generalizing SEU.
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Appendix: Solution of a Linear System.
by Kenneth Manders, University of Pittsburgh

Let n /> 2 be fixed integer, and let l-I(n) be the set of permutations of the set
{i - 1. . . . . n I. We regard permutations as ordered sequences; two permutations are
adjacent if they are identical except for transpostition of two adjacent terms; these
are said to be the affected terms, the others are said to be unaffected.
We first characterize the solution of the system of linear equations in unknowns
a,(9), i = 1. . . . . n; 9 C rI(n).

2 a,(p) = 1,

(each 9 C- II(n));

(AI)

a,(9) = a,(9'),

(for any two adjacent permutations 9 and 9', and
any unaffected i).

(A2)

i=l

It is convenient to introduce reduced parameters bt(a), where i = 1. . . . ,n and a is
any subset (including the empty set) of {1. . . . . n/ - {i}. The reason for doing so is
that (A2) intails the following m u c h stronger constraint. For any i C {1. . . . ,n} and
permutation 9, let ct(i, 9) denote the (possibly empty) set of elements that are to the
left of i under 9. The constraint is that
ai(9) = a~(9'),

(for any permutations P and 9' with a(i, 9) = a(i, p')).

This follows because any two such permutations can be connected by a path of adjacent permutations, each pair leaving i unaffected.
Thus we can eliminate the original unknowns in favor of the reduced parameters bi(ct), i = 1. . . . ,n; cta subset of { l , . . . , n } - {i}:
a,(p) = b,(a(i, p)),

(each i and p).

(A2')
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Claim. Given the definition (A2'), the system (A1), (A2) is equivalent to the following
conditions on the reduced parameters b~(ct), i = 1,... ,n; a a subset o f { l , . . . ,nl - 1i}:
bi(ot) + bj((z t) {i1) = bi(a L) {j }) + bj((1),

(any a C {1,... n} - {i,j});
(Ala')

bl(~) = 1 - (b2({1}) + ' ' ' + b,([1 . . . . (n - 1)})).

(Alb')

First, note that, given (A2), (AI) is equivalent to the two constraints
ai(p) + aj(o) = a~(P') + aj(p'),

ai(t) = 1,

(for any two adjacent permutations
p and P', and the affected i,j);
(Ala)
(for the identity permutation t).

(Alb)

i=1

Clearly, both (Ala) and (Alb) are necessary in the presence of (A1) and (A2);
conversely, any permutation may be connected to the identity permutation via a
finite path of adjacent permutations, and (A1 a) and (A2) then entail that the sum
over each permutation is the same as the sum over the previous one.
Given (A2'), (Alb) is equivalent to
b,(¢)) + b2({l}) + - • • + b , ( l l , . . .

(n - 1)}) = l,

which is in turn equivalent to (Alb'). Consider two adjacent permutations P and p',
with i,j affected. Without loss of generality, we may assume that i < j and that i is to
the left o f j in P- Let a = a(i, 9) be the set of terms to the left o f / i n p. Given (A2'), we
then obtain the corresponding instance of (Ala') from (Ala). Any such combination a, i a n d j will arise from some instances of (Ala); thus given (A2'), (Ala) entails (Ala'). Conversely, any instance (Ala) correponds to some such a, i and j; and
with (A2') that instance of (Ala) follows from the corresponding instance of
(Ala').
In all, we conclude that given (A2'), the constraints (A1), (A2) are equivalent to
(Ala'), (Alb'), as claimed. Thus the solutions to (A1), (A2) correspond exactly to
those of (Ala'), (Alb'), via (A2'). We now come to our central claim.
Proposition. The solutions to the system (A1), (A2) correspond uniquely to arbitrary
choices of the 2" - 2 reduced parameters bi(a), ct any subset of {1. . . . . (i - 1)}, i =
2~ , , . ~n.

By the claim, it suffices to show the result for the solutions of (Ala'), (Alb'). Any
solution of (A1 a'), (Alb') uniquely determines the reduced parameters hi(a), a any
subset of {1,... ,(i - 1)}, i = 2 , . . . ,n. It remains to show the converse. Thus we now
suppose such a choice fixed, and show that it uniquely determines a solution to
(Ala'), (Alb'). O f course, (Alb') gives us the value of b~(~t). (~ is the only subset of
{1,... ,(i - 1)I, i = 1.) It suffices to show that the given reduced parameters b,(a), ct
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any subset o f {1. . . . ,(i - 1)}, i = 1 , . . . ,n (the case i = 1 now included by virtue o f
Alb') uniquely determine all the remaining reduced parameters subject to (Ala').
F o r each reduced parameter bi (ct), we define the rank ofbi(a) as the n u m b e r of
elements of ct which exceed i. Thus the reduced parameters we have ~o far, hi(a), (z
any subset o f {1. . . . ,(i - 1)}, i = 1. . . . . n, are exactly those of rank 0. A look at the
ranks in (Ala'), and recalling that i < j , shows that the third term has rank one
higher than the greatest rank o f the other three terms. Thus (Ala') inductively constrains all reduced parameters of n o n z e r o rank; we make this explicit by rearranging terms in (Ala'):
b,(ct U {j }) = (bi(a) + bj(ct U {i})) - bj(a),

(anyct C {1,...n} - {i,j}).
(Ala')

We need to control this inductive definition more closely. Given b~(c0 not yet
defined, such that all reduced parameters of smaller rank have already been
defined, letj = max(a). Denote by ct subscripted by one or more elements, such as j,
the result of deleting the subscripted elements from a. We define bi(a) by

b,((z) = (b,(aj) + bj(ctj U {i})) - bj(aj).
This uniquely determines each reduced parameter. It remains to show that the
reduced parameters so defined satisfy (Ala'). Define the rank o f an instance of
(A1 a') as the rank o f the m a x i m a l - r a n k term in that instance. We show the result
by induction on the rank of instances of (Ala'). Therefore, suppose all instances o f
(Ala') of rank less t h a n m are satisfied. Each instance o f (Ala') o f rank m has as
maximal-rank term a reduced p a r a m e t e r b~(a) of rank m. Let j = max(a). T h e n
b~(ct) was defined by the instance o f ( A l a ' ) (shown just above) associated with ct, i
and j, which is therefore satisfied; it suffces to show that the instance associated
with any other element k of a greater than i is also satisfied:

bi(cQ = (bi(ak) + bk(ct k U {i})) -- bk(Ctk).
Thus we must show these two expressions for bi(ct) equal. Evaluating some terms
of lower rank in these expressions using (Ala'), we find

b,(aj) = (b,(c~;k) + bk((~jk
bj(aj

U {i}) =

(bj(a;~)

U {i})) -

bk((~jk);

+ bk(ct k U { i } ) ) -

bk((~jk

U {i});

bj(a~) = (bl(ajk) + b k ( ~ U {j })) -- h~(%.);

bi(%) = (bi(ajk) + bj(ctjk U {i])) - bj(o~j~).
Substituting these expressions in the two original expressions, and noting that
ctjk U {j } = ctk, we find that the original expressions are indeed equal. By induction
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on m, we conclude that the system of reduced parameters constructed does satisfy
(Ala'). This completes the proof of the proposition.
Corollary. For any n ~ 2, the dimension (equivalently, the number offree parameters)
of the solution~set of the following system of linear inequalities, in unknowns ai(p), i =
1 . . . . ,n; 13 C II(n),

•

ai(p) = 1,

is 2 ~ -

2.

(p ¢ n(n));

(A1)

(for any two adjacent permutations p and P', and
any unaffected 0;

(A2)

(i = 1 , . . . , n; P C l-l(n)).

(A3)

i=1

ai(9) = ai(p'),
ai(9) >/O,

In view of the above, it suffices to show that the solution set of (A1)-(A2)
assumes its full dimensionality within the positive cone. Now at least the constant
solution (ai(p) = 1/n, each i, p) lies strictly within the positive cone (A3). The solution set of(A1)-(A2) is convex, because the system is linear. Thus the positive cone
contains a neighborhood of the constant solution in the solution set; but any
neighborhood in the solution set is (2" - 2)-dimensional (and indeed, parameterized by the reduced parameters specified in the proposition above).
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